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Categorization of Speech by Infants: Support for
Speech-Sound Prototypes

DiAnne Grieser and Patricia K. Kuhl
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This study tested 6-month-old infants' categorization of speech stimuli to investigate whether infants
organize speech categories around "prototypes." In Experiment 1, infants first discriminated single
"good" exemplars from two different vowel categories. They were then tested with 64 novel exem-
plars, 32 from each vowel category. The test stimuli varied in the degree to which they conformed
to adult-defined prototypes of the two categories. The results showed that infants correctly sorted
the novel stimuli over 90% of the time. In Experiment 2, we trained two groups of infants, one with
a good (prototypical) exemplar from a vowel category and the other with a poor (nonprototypical)
exemplar. Then we tested both groups with 16 novel exemplars from that same vowel category.
Generalization to novel members of the category was significantly greater following exposure to the
prototypical exemplar. Results are consistent with a model of speech perception that holds that
young human infants organize vowel categories around prototypes. This may contribute to their
seemingly efficient processing of speech information, even in the first half year of life.

The ability of infants to group perceptually distinct speech
sounds into categories has been demonstrated in a series of ex-
periments (Kuhl, 1979, 1983, 1985a). These studies do not,
however, elucidate the underlying structure and organization of
speech categories. Might infants' phoneme categories, like in-
fants' visual categories, be represented in terms of prototypes,
"good stimuli" that best exemplify the category?

It is characteristic of human perceptual systems that they
partition stimuli into cognitively efficient categories that facili-
tate the storage and retrieval of information. At least in adults,
the formation of perceptual categories has been hypothesized
to be based on the abstraction of category prototypes (Rosch,
1975). Prototypical stimuli are considered to be the best in-
stances of a particular category; they embody more of the fea-
tures that are critical to category membership. The prototype
model holds that novel stimuli are assigned to perceptual cate-
gories on the basis of their degree of resemblance to such cate-
gory prototypes.

Studies testing the prototype model as the underlying basis
for categorization in children and adults have most often used
visual stimuli. These studies have shown that subjects abstract
category prototypes when presented with category exemplars
that vary in stimulus "goodness," that is, stimuli that vary with
regard to the degree to which they are prototypical of the cate-
gory as a whole. They do so both for artificial categories, in
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which the category prototypes are designated by the experi-
menter (Garner. 1974; Goldman & Homa, 1977), and for natu-
ral categories, where the prototype appears to be inherent in the
stimulus (Mervis & Rosch, 1981; Rosch. 1977). For example,
the prototypes that represent color categories appear to be uni-
versal rather than culturally determined, in that there is cross-
cultural agreement as to the "best exemplar" of each category.

A relatively new approach to the study of the perception and
organization of categories is the use of infant subjects. Work
with 16- to 21-month-old infants shows that they will readily
sort physical objects into categories by putting all the objects of
one kind into one pile and objects of another kind into a second
pile (e.g., Gopnik & Meltzoff, 1987; Sugarman, 1983). Experi-
ments using visual patterns demonstrate that even infants in
the first year are capable of categorizing certain stimuli when
measures of perceptual recognition are used. These studies
show that when infants are visually familiarized with members
of a specific category, they do not dishabituate to the presenta-
tion of a novel instance from the same category. For example,
studies of facial recognition (Cohen & Strauss, 1979; Cornell,
1974; Fagan, 1976) have shown that 7-month-old infants are
capable of abstracting general features of faces from a specific
facial category (i.e., all male, all female, all same orientation,
etc.) and are capable of using that information to generalize to
novel photographs sharing those same features.

More recent work has begun to focus on the internal struc-
ture and representation of infants' visual categories (see Quinn
& Eimas, 1986, for a review). Investigators have shown that
young infants presented with exemplars of artificial categories
abstract prototypical representations of the categories (Bomba
&Siqueland, 1983: Sherman, 1985; Strauss, 1979). For exam-
ple, Bomba and Siqueland showed that after experience with
dot patterns arranged into simple forms, 3- to 4-month-old in-
fants failed to dishabituate to a previously unseen prototype
while dishabituating to a novel instance.
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Speech is a perceptual domain for which categorization is a
critical issue. Understanding how adult listeners assign novel
speech tokens to their appropriate phoneme categories, even
very simple sounds such as vowels produced by different talk-
ers, has proven very difficult. Computers, for example, have not
been programmed to categorize speech sounds despite the fact
that a great deal of time and money has been spent trying to
achieve that goal (Klatt, 1986). The main problem for comput-
ers is that the acoustic features of speech sounds vary when fac-
tors such as the talker, the surrounding context, the sound's po-
sition in a syllable, or its rate are changed. Despite the acoustic
variation introduced by these changes, human listeners identify
the resulting sounds as members of the same phonetic category.
Although human adults and even young infants can do this
(Kuhl, 1979, 1983, 1985a), to date computers cannot.

Studies support the idea that speech-sound categories may
be represented by prototypes in adults (Eimas & Miller, 1978;
Miller, 1977; Oden & Massaro, 1978; Repp, 1976; Samuel,
1982). This research suggests that some sounds are better cate-
gory exemplars than others. For example, Repp (1976) showed
that certain members of a speech category dominate in dichotic
competition experiments. Moreover, the results of selective ad-
aptation experiments show that the magnitude of the adapta-
tion effect depends on the relative goodness of the adapting
stimulus (Miller, 1977; Miller, Connine, Schermer, & Kluender,
1983). Finally, experiments in which a number of different cues
to speech sounds are covaried add general support to a model
that is based on prototypes as opposed to one that is based on
the presence or absence of specific features. Oden and Mas-
saro's (1978) "fuzzy logical" model, which bears similarities to
Rosch's (1977) "fuzzy" category prototype model and to
Strauss's (1979) "averaging" prototype idea, has been sup-
ported by a number of experiments using speech (Massaro &
Cohen, 1976;Sawusch & Pisoni, 1974).

The issue of speech-sound prototypes has not been addressed
in infant studies so far. Previous work has established that, by
6 months of age, infants perceive discriminably different but
phonetically identical sounds as members of the same category
(Hillenbrand, 1983, 1984; Kuhl, 1979, 1980, 1983, 1985a). For
example, Kuhl (1979, 1983) trained 6-month-old infants to re-
spond differentially to single exemplars from two different
vowel categories. The two vowels were spoken by the same male
talker. Infants were then tested to see whether they would re-
spond correctly to novel, discriminably different instances from
the two vowel categories that were spoken by other talkers (fe-
males and children). In studies using vowel categories such as
/a/, as in pop, compared with /i/, as in peep (Kuhl, 1979), and
/a/, as in cot, compared with /a/, as in caught (Kuhl, 1983),
most infants correctly classified novel instances from the two
vowel categories on the first trial. These studies show that in-
fants are capable of correctly categorizing acoustically diverse
exemplars of vowels. They treat discriminably different in-
stances of a category as though they belong together. However,
these studies do not suggest how infants do it; the studies were
not designed to test theories of the underlying basis of infants'
categorization abilities. The studies simply showed that speech
categorization abilities exist in young infants.

In this report, two studies are described that test hypotheses

concerning the internal structure and representation of infants'
vowel categories. Specifically, the hypothesis of infant proto-
types for speech is tested. Fundamental to that hypothesis is the
notion that members of a category vary in goodness and that
better members of a category are more representative of the
category than others. To test this model, two experiments were
carried out using stimuli that were computer-synthesized so
that stimulus quality (goodness, as defined by adults) could be
systematically manipulated. The previous studies on infants'
categorization by Kuhl (1979. 1983) used variants of the cate-
gories that were all good exemplars. Varying stimulus goodness
allowed us to ask two new questions in these experiments. The
first (Experiment 1) focused on equivalence classification and
categorization: Do infants, after learning to respond to single
good exemplars from two different vowel categories, generalize
to novel exemplars from the two categories that vary in stimu-
lus goodness? The second (Experiment 2) focused on the proto-
type issue: Does the relative goodness of the stimulus that serves
as the referent for the category differentially affect infants' for-
mation of speech categories? More specifically, does exposure
to a prototypical vowel produce broader generalization to other
members of the category than does exposure to a nonprototypi-
cal vowel?

Experiment 1

Method

The technique used to test equivalence classification was a condi-
tioned head-turn response. Infants were trained to produce a head-turn
response when a single good exemplar from Vowel Category 1 was
changed to a single good exemplar from Vowel Category 2. Then, in-
fants were tested with novel stimuli from both vowel categories. The
novel vowels differed from the training exemplars in controlled steps
that resulted in variations in stimulus goodness, as judged by adult
speakers of the language. Despite this variation in stimulus quality,
adults perceive all variants of a given vowel category as members of that
category. The question was whether infants would do the same.

Subjects

Sixteen 6-month-old infants (age range = 5.5-6.5 months; M = 6.10)
served as subjects. The infants were normal and full-term, with no his-
tory of ear problems. An additional 7 infants were eliminated from the
experiment for fussiness (2), failure to condition (3), and failure to com-
plete 20 trials (2). Infants were chosen from a computerized subject
pool. Their parents had previously returned cards indicating an interest
in infant experiments and were subsequently contacted by telephone.
Parents were paid $3 per session for up to four sessions of approximately
one-half hour each.

Stimuli

Vowel centers and variants. Category centers for the vowel / i / as in
peep and /e/ as in pep and 32 variants of each were computer-synthe-
sized. The values of the first three formants for the /i/ and /e/ vowel
centers were taken from Peterson and Barney's (1952) average of 15
male speakers. The 32 variant stimuli, clustered in four rings around
the vowel centers, were created by increasing or decreasing the values
of the first two formant frequencies either separately or together. Values
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for these variants were selected by locating points at four different dis-
tances from the centers, along eight directional vectors (see Figure 1).

Use of the mel scale. Formant frequencies for the variants were de-
rived using the mel scale (Stevens, Volkmann, & Newman, 1937). The
mel scale is essentially linear at low frequencies and logarithmic at high
frequencies and, at least in adults, it equates the magnitude of a per-
ceived change in pitch across different frequencies. Use of the mel scale
is important because it allowed us to create variants around two differ-
ent vowel centers (/i/ and /E/) that were equated in mels and, thus,
equated in psychophysical distance from their respective vowel centers.
Formant frequency values were generated by computer, using Fant's
(1973) formula relating frequency values to their mel-scale equivalents:
y = k log (1 +f/\ 000). The values chosen for the variants were created
by locating points 30, 60, 90, and 120 mels along vertical, horizontal,
and diagonal axes in both positive and negative directions. Figure 1 il-
lustrates the four distances from the vowel centers as well as the eight
vectors representing direction. Figure 2 plots the actual locations of the
64 stimuli used in the experiment, 32 variants around the /i/ vowel
center and 32 variants around the /e/ vowel center.

Synthesis. Klatt's (1980) cascade-parallel speech synthesizer, which
models the human vocal tract, was simulated on a DEC PDP I 1/34 com-
puter. Amplitude contours, fundamental frequency contours, formant
frequency values, and formant bandwidth values were entered to pro-
duce vowel stimuli with five formants (F). To create the variants around
the two vowel centers, the values of Fl and F2 were manipulated; F3,
F4, and F5 remained constant for each vowel category at 3010 Hz, 3300
Hz, and 3850 Hz, respectively. For each 500-ms stimulus, fundamental
frequency (F0) began at 112 Hz, rose to 132 Hz over the first 100 ms,
and dropped to 92 Hz over the next 400 ms to produce a rise-fall con-
tour.

Loudness balancing. As expected, when synthesized to an equal am-
plitude value by the synthesizer, the /i/ variants sounded louder than
the /e/ variants (Lehiste & Peterson, 1959). To prepare the stimuli for
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Figure 1. Formant frequency values of F, and F2 for stimuli on four
"rings" surrounding the center vowel stimulus. (Formant frequency
values are converted to mel equivalents. The mel scale equates for
differences in perceived changes in absolute pitch at different frequenc-
ies. The 32 variants are located at four distances from the center—30,
60,90, and 120 mels—in eight different directions.)

presentation to the infants, each author balanced the loudness of the
two vowels by listening to an alternating sequence of the good /i/ and
the good /e/, instructing the computer operator to lower the intensity of
the /i/ stimulus in 1 dB steps until it was perceived to be equal in loud-
ness to /e/. Each author made these judgments while seated in the in-
fant's test chair. Both authors' independent judgments showed that a 2
dB decrease in the good /i/ vowel stimulus was necessary to make it
sound equivalent to the good /e/ in loudness. The intensity of the /i/
variants was adjusted to match the intensity of the good /i/, and the
intensity of the /e/ variants was adjusted to match the intensity of the
good /E/. The good /E/ was used for calibration purposes and was set
for presentation at 60 dB SPL, as measured by a sound level meter
(BRUEL & KGAER MODEL 2203) that was placed in the chair where the
infant would be held by the caretaker.

Equipment and Test Apparatus

The test suite consisted of a sound-treated booth and an adjoining
control room, which was arranged in a manner described in full detail
elsewhere (Kuhl, 1985b). The booth contained a loudspeaker, a visual
reinforcer, a table, 2 chairs, 2 sets of headphones, a button box, and a
television camera. The infant, the caretaker, and the assistant sat in the
booth. The caretaker, who held the infant, was seated directly across
from the assistant. The assistant carefully maintained the infant's atten-
tion by manipulating one of several silent toys and held a button box
that was used for starting trials. A loudspeaker (ELECTROVOICE SP 12)
was located at a 90° angle to the left of the infant. The visual reinforcer,
a mechanical animal housed in a dark Plexiglas box, sat on top of the
loudspeaker at the infant's eye level. When activated, lights went on
within the reinforcer box, and the animal (e.g., a bear pounding a drum,
a monkey clapping cymbals) could be seen. A video camera, located
directly above the reinforcer, allowed closed-circuit monitoring of the
infant's head-turn response. In the control room, the experimenter
viewed a Sony television monitor and operated an audiocassette player
and a PDP- 11/34 computer with terminal and printer. The cassette player
was used to provide music over headphones to the assistant and the care-
taker so that they could not hear the stimuli and, therefore, could not
bias the infant's head-turn responses in any way. The computer pre-
sented stimuli to the infant and controlled all of the contingencies, de-
pending on the infant's behavior.

Procedure

Head-turn conditioning technique. The head-turn procedure has
been used widely in tests of infant speech perception and has been de-
scribed previously in detail (Kuhl, 1985b). Briefly, the procedure in-
volves conditioning an infant to produce a head-turn response for a
visual reinforcer when a change from one speech sound to another
speech sound occurs. Two kinds of trials are run. During test trials, the
speech stimulus is changed and infants' head-turn responses are rein-
forced. During control trials, the speech stimulus is not changed but
infants' head-turn responses are monitored. Head-turns that occur on
control trials are considered "false-positive" responses and are used to
assess the chance probability of head-turning.

This procedure is used to test infants' perception of speech categories
by initially training infants on single sounds from two different speech
categories and then testing them with novel, discriminably different
variants from both of the categories. The hypothesis is that, if infants
perceive the similarity among the members of Category 1 and among
the members of Category 2, they will treat the novel stimuli from the
two categories appropriately. That is, novel stimuli belonging to the cat-
egory that was initially reinforced will result in head-turn responses,
whereas equally novel stimuli belonging to the category that was not
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reinforced will not result in head-turn responses. The results of two
previous experiments supported this hypothesis for vowel contrasts
such as /a/ compared with /i/ and for /a/ compared with /o/ (Kuril,
1979, 1983).

Training phase: Conditioning. The training phase involved two
stages: conditioning and discrimination. During conditioning, infants
were trained to discriminate between good /i/ and good /e/. One of the
stimuli, either /i/ or /e/ (counterbalanced across infants), was played
from the loudspeaker once every second. This stimulus was the "back-
ground stimulus." When the infant was judged to be in a ready state
(i.e., looking at the toys held by the assistant, not babbling, fussing, or
turned toward the reinforcer), the assistant started a trial. The trial con-
sisted of a 4.5-s observation interval during which the background stim-
ulus changed to a new stimulus, which was repeated four times. This
new stimulus was initially paired with the visual reinforcer by activating
the reinforcer about halfway through the trial. Because the reinforcer (a
mechanical animal) made noise, infants would turn toward it when it
was activated. Eventually, infants learned to anticipate the reinforcer
and turned as soon as the background sound was changed to the new
sound. The criterion for this stage of testing was that the infant produce
correct anticipatory head-turns on 3 consecutive trials. Infants who
failed to meet the criterion of 3 in a row in 20 trials were not tested
further.

Training phase: Discrimination. After meeting the conditioning cri-
terion, infants began the discrimination stage of the training procedure.
During discrimination, test trials occurred on half of the trials; the other
half of the trials, selected randomly by the computer, were control trials.
On test trials, the stimulus was changed, but, on control trials, it was
not. During both types of trials, infants were monitored during the 4.5-
s observation period to see whether head-turns occurred. Head-turn
responses were judged by the experimenter, who watched the infant on
the television monitor in the control room. A red light above the televi-
sion screen was lit, signaling to the experimenter that an observation
interval was occurring. During this period, the experimenter watched
the infant and pressed a computer key if the infant produced a head-
turn response. The experimenter could not hear the stimuli and, there-
fore, did not know whether the stimuli being presented to the infant
came from Category 1 or Category 2, thus ruling out experimenter bias.

Table 1
Stimulus Ensembles for Infants in Experiment 1
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Figure 2. Stimuli for Experiment 1. (Thirty-two stimuli synthesized
around each of the two vowels, /i/ and /e/, converted to mels.)

There were four possible outcomes for the two types of trials. On test
trials a "hit" was scored if a head-turn occurred, and a "miss" was
scored if infants failed to turn. On control trials a "correct rejection"
was scored if infants refrained from turning, and a "false positive" was
scored if a head-turn occurred. Only correct responses on change trials
(hits) were reinforced with the visual stimulus. Infants were tested in
the discrimination phase until they met a performance criterion of 9
out of 10 consecutive correct trials.

Categorization test. At this point we considered the infant trained to
produce a head-turn response to a single exemplar from Category 1 and
to refrain from turning to a single exemplar from Category 2. What we
now wanted to know was whether these two responses would generalize
to novel members of the two vowel categories, particularly on the first
trial during which the novel stimuli were presented. To test this, novel
stimuli from the / i / and /e/ categories were presented to infants.

Infants were randomly assigned to one of four subgroups. Each sub-
group was presented with 16 of the 64 novel stimuli, 8 from each of the
two categories. For each infant to have been presented with all 64 stim-
uli would have required too many trials from each infant. The 16 stimuli
were chosen so that each infant heard stimuli from each of the four mel
rings (30, 60, 90, and 120 mels) and from each of the eight vectors. The
stimulus set presented to each subgroup is presented in Table 1. A single
novel stimulus, repeated four times, was presented during each 4.5-s
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trial so that infants' head-turn responses could be attributed to a single
stimulus. Each of the 16 stimuli occurred on 4 different trials arranged
in random order, with the stipulation that all 16 were tested once before
any one stimulus could be tested again (a randomized-block design). No
more than 3 trials from Category 1 or Category 2 could occur in a row.
Each day, between 30 and 40 trials were given in a 30-min test session.
At the beginning of each new session, 3 trials, using the original stimuli
that were used during conditioning, were run. On these trials, the rein-
forcer was turned on at the end of the trial, even if the infant had not
turned. These served as "refresher" trials and were not included in the
data analysis.

Results

The strongest support for categorization comes from data ob-
tained on the first trial, that is, data obtained the first time that
each novel stimulus was presented. Previous work by Kuhl
(1979, 1983) demonstrated that infants responded correctly on

the first trial when the exemplars were all good. In the current
experiment, the quality of the exemplars ("goodness") was var-
ied, so we were particularly interested in the effect of goodness
on infants' first responses. We also analyzed data beyond the
first trial (total-trial data) to assess whether the total-trial results
might be stronger than the first-trial data alone.

Accuracy of Responding

Discrimination training. Acquisition of the head-turn re-
sponse occurred fairly quickly. The number of trials required
by the 16 infants to meet the conditioning criterion of 3 in a
row ranged between 6 and 16 trials, with an average of 8.5 trials.
This rate of response indicates that the /i/-/e/ distinction is eas-
ily discriminable by the infants when the single good category
exemplars are contrasted. In the discrimination phase, 14 of
the 16 infants met the criterion of 9 out of 10 correct on the
first day of testing. Trials-to-criterion ranged between 9 (the
minimum number required to meet the criterion of 9 out of 10)
and 36, with a mean of 20.6 trials.

Categorization test: First trial data. First-trial data were ob-
tained by analyzing the results for the first presentation of each
novel stimulus from the two categories. These trials are impor-
tant because they represent infants' spontaneous tendencies to
categorize novel exemplars; they are not affected by reinforce-
ment and, thus, are not the result of learning during the experi-
ment.

The percentage of head-turn responses was subjected to a
three-way ( 2 X 4 X 2 ) analysis of variance (ANOVA) for trial
type (Category 1 vs. Category 2), subgroup (Groups 1 -4), and
reinforced vowel (/i/ vs. /e/), with repeated measures on the
trial-type factor.'

As predicted, only the trial-type factor, which distinguished
stimuli from the two vowel categories, was significant. Infants
produced a large number of head-turns to novel vowel stimuli
from Category 1 (92.6%), but produced only a small number of
head-turns to novel stimuli from Category 2 (10.2%). Thus, a
highly significant main effect of trial type was obtained, F( 1, 8) =
266.6, p < 0.001. Analysis of overall performance across the

four subgroups, each of which received one-fourth of the total
stimuli, showed that the subgroups performed equally well;
thus, the main effect for subgroup was not significant, F(3, 8) =
0.9, p > 0.20. Infants performed equally well regardless of
which stimulus served as the reinforced vowel, as shown by the
nonsignificant vowel main effect, F(l, 8) = 0.01, p > 0.20. No
significant interactions for Subgroup X Trial Type, Subgroup X
Vowel, or Vowel X Trial Type were shown (p > 0.20, in all cases).
The Subgroup X Vowel X Trial Type interaction was also non-
significant (p > 0.20). Follow-up analyses were conducted that
collapsed the data across subgroup and reinforced vowel to test
the effect of trial type and distance. The results showed that the
trial type factor was highly significant, F(l, 15) = 358.5, p <
0.001, and that the distance factor did not significantly affect
overall performance, F(3, 45) = 0.8, p > 0.20. There were sig-
nificantly more head-turns to Category 1 stimuli than to Cate-
gory 2 stimuli at all four distances from the center, as shown by
the lack of a significant interaction between distance and trial
type, F(3, 45) = 1.8,p>0.10.

Categorization test: Total-trial data. Highly similar effects
were obtained for the total-trial data: 81.7% of the stimuli from
Category 1 resulted in head-turn responses, but only 14.5% of
the stimuli from Category 2 did. A three-way ANOVA for per-
centage of head-turns on the total-trial data by trial type, sub-
group, and vowel, with repeated measures on the trial-type fac-
tor, showed that the main effect for trial type was highly signifi-
cant, F( 1, 8) = 911.9, p < 0.001. The subgroup main effect was
again nonsignificant, F(3, 8) = 1.6, p > 0.20. Infants performed
equally well regardless of which stimulus served as the rein-
forced vowel, as shown by the nonsignificant main effect of
vowel, F(l, 8) = 0.3, p > 0.20. All two- and three-way interac-
tions were nonsignificant (p > 0.1, in all cases). A follow-up
two-way ANOVA that collapsed the data across subgroup and
reinforced vowel was conducted to test the effect of trial type
and distance in mels. The results showed that trial type was
highly significant, F(l, 15) = 498.4, p < 0.001, and that the
distance factor was not, F{3,45)= l.4,p> 0.20. The Trial Type X
Distance interaction was also not significant, F(3, 45) = 1.3,
p>0.20.

' In a recent article, Hertzog and Rovine (1985) reviewed the statisti-
cal treatment of repeated measures data. They have suggested that be-
fore the mixed-model analysis of variance (ANOVA) F test is used to
analyze repeated measures data, the assumption of "sphericity"
(Huynh & Feldt, 1970) should be examined. Because formal tests on
variances and sphericity are not especially powerful and are sensitive to
nonnormality, Hertzog and Rovine recommended using the correction
factor for violations of sphericity, e, to make decisions about which tests
are most appropriate. They suggested that when estimates of e are
greater than 0.9, univariate mixed-model assumptions are either correct
or are only trivially violated and, therefore, that mixed-model F tests
should be used. When estimates of e fall below 0.75 they recommended
the use of multivariate analysis of variance (MANOVA) , which provides
a more conservative test of the patterns of significance. For the repeated
measures ANOVAS detailed in Experiments 1 and 2, the estimates of e
were all greater than 0.9, so the use of a mixed-model ANOVA is war-
ranted in this case.
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Latency of Responding

Mean latencies of hit responses for each condition were as
follows: for conditioning, 2.3 s; for discrimination, 2.4 s; and for
categorization, 2.2 s. A two-way ANOVA, with repeated mea-
sures on the last factor, compared latencies for reinforced vowel
(I'll and /e/) and distance (30, 60, 90, and 120 mels), collapsed
across the four subgroups of infants. No significant effects were
observed. Mean latencies were similar when /i/ (2.24 s), as op-
posed to /e/ (2.2 s), served as the background vowel, as shown
by the nonsignificant main effect for vowel, F(\, 15) = 0.3, p >
0.20. Latencies also did not differ significantly by distance, F(3,
45) = 1.5, p > 0.20. The Vowel X Distance interaction was non-
significant (p > 0.20).

Discussion

The present experiment advances our general knowledge of
infants' speech categorization abilities by showing that young
infants can sort speech stimuli into two categories when the
stimuli vary in goodness. The data of Experiment 1 strongly
support the conclusion that infants categorize novel /i/ and /e/
stimuli after training on a single good exemplar of each cate-
gory, even when the novel exemplars are no longer all "good"
or prototypical exemplars of their respective categories. Infants
appropriately assigned 32 /i/s and 32 /e/s to their respective
categories despite variations in whether each exemplar could be
considered a prototype of the category by adults. In this sense,
Experiment 1 is an extension of previous experiments (Kuhl,
1979, 1983) showing equivalence classification for speech
sounds by young infants.

Analysis of the first-trial data was particularly noteworthy.
Responses for the total set of trials presented during the experi-
ment can be expected to show some effect of learning, but re-
sponses for the first presentation of each stimulus are not sub-
ject to the effects of learning. They reflect the infants' natural
tendencies to classify the novel vowels correctly in the absence
of reinforcement or learning. The data suggested that infants
correctly sort the novel stimuli immediately into their appropri-
ate categories.

The facility with which the infants performed this categoriza-
tion task indicated that they readily perceived the similarity
among /i/ variants and among /e/ variants. The fact that neither
the first-trial data nor the total-trial data was affected by vowel,
subgroup, or distance further underscores the evidence that the
infants were consistently picking out between-category differ-
ences. It is particularly interesting that infants performed
equally well at each distance (in mels) from the background
stimulus. Moreover, response latency for producing a head-turn
was also similar regardless of distance from the center vowel.
Rather than being more accurate or showing shorter latencies
for previously experienced training stimuli and for those stimuli
that are closer to them in vowel space, infants' classification
responses were accurate and rapid no matter how prototypical
the variant of the category happened to be.

These data raise an issue with regard to speech categorization
by infants: Is each member of the category perceived to be
equally good from the infants' perspective? The results of Ex-

periment 1 might lead one to believe so. No differences in accu-
racy of responding nor in response latency were seen for stimuli
varying in goodness. However, we do not know if infants' equiv-
alent treatment of the members of the category is due to the
process of speech categorization itself, that is, the existence of
a prototype to which variants are assimilated, or whether it is
due to infants' inability to hear the differences between the vari-
ants. Experiment 2 was designed to address both issues.

Experiment 2

The prototype hypothesis predicts that all members of a cate-
gory are not perceived to be equivalent; some members are per-
ceived to be better exemplars of the category. These prototypi-
cal exemplars resemble other members of the category to a
greater, degree, that is, they are more "redundant" (Garner,
1974).'If the prototype model characterizes infants' perception
of vowels, then the exemplar infants use as a referent stimulus
for the category might make a difference in their formation of
the category. Specifically, we hypothesized that if the referent
stimulus were a good exemplar of the vowel, infants might be
expected to show greater generalization to other members of the
category than if a poor vowel exemplar had served as the refer-
ent stimulus. In other words, the prototype hypothesis was that
a good exemplar would assimilate more novel variants of the
vowel category than would a poor exemplar. Alternatively, if
infants perceived all /i/ vowels as equivalent, then generaliza-
tion to novel members of the category after exposure to a good
as opposed to a poor exemplar of/i/ should be equal.

In Experiment 2, infants' generalization to other members
within the same vowel category was tested under two condi-
tions: (a) when infants were trained with a good /i/ as the back-
ground (referent) stimulus and were reinforced for discriminat-
ing it from other members of the category and (b) when they
were trained with a poor /i/ as the background (referent) stimu-
lus and were reinforced for discriminating it from other mem-
bers of the category. This allowed two questions to be asked.
First, are infants capable of detecting within-category differ-
ences? Second, are some exemplars better than others in that
they represent a greater number of category members?

Method

Subjects

A new group of 32 normal full-term infants was tested, 16 in each of
two conditions, the prototype and nonprototype conditions. The infants
ranged in age from 5.5 to 6.5 months old (M = 6.08). An additional 15
infants (7 from the prototype group and 8 from the nonprototype
group) were eliminated from the experiment: 9 infants could not be
conditioned, and 6 infants did not complete the experiment. This attri-
tion rate is approximately equal to that observed in Experiment 1,
where 7 out of 23 infants were eliminated from the experiment. Each
infant participated in from one to five sessions. Parents were paid $3 for
each session.

Stimuli

Good and poor vowel stimuli. Two stimuli were chosen from the pool
of 32 fil stimuli synthesized for Experiment 1. One of these stimuli, the
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good fil, was the training stimulus used in Experiment 1. This stimulus
was based on the average center formant frequencies for the vowel /i/
specified by Peterson and Barney's (1952) male speakers, which was
perceived as a good representative of the /i/ vowel category. The poor
fil stimulus was located nearer the /i/ boundary but still well within the
category. That is, although this stimulus was a poor representative of
the I'll vowel category, it was definitely an /i/ rather than any other
vowel.

Variants around good /i/ and poor /i/. A set of 32 variant stimuli was
computer-synthesized, 16 around the good /i/ and 16 around the poor
fil. The 16 variants of the good /i/ were a subset of those created for
Experiment 1. These 16 stimuli were located at four distances from the
good fil, at 30, 60, 90, and 120 mel intervals, along four of the eight
vectors used in Experiment 1. The poor stimulus was one of these vari-
ants. Around this poor stimulus, 16 additional variants were synthe-
sized at four distances along four vectors, so that the vowel space occu-
pied by the good and poor sets of stimuli overlapped. The result was that
both the good /i/ stimulus and the poor /i/ stimulus had a semicircle of
16 fil variants at equivalent mel distances from their respective centers
(see Figure 3). Four stimuli along one vector were shared by the two sets
of stimuli.

Synthesis. The stimulus values for the first and second formants were
derived by locating the intersection of the first two formants on a mel-
scaled vowel space and reconverting these values to hertz using a com-
puter program. The stimuli were then synthesized using the KJatt
(1980) synthesis program, in the same manner as described for Experi-
ment 1. The values of the other stimulus parameters (amplitude con-
tour, fundamental frequency contour, and formant bandwidths) were
identical with those for Experiment 1. Each stimulus was 500 ms long.

Adult goodness ratings. Because we were interested in adults' re-
sponses to each of these stimuli, quantitative ratings were obtained from
adults to each stimulus. Eight university students with educational
backgrounds in phonetics listened to each of the stimuli in the prototype
and the nonprototype sets, presented in random order. They provided
numerical ratings of goodness on a scale from 1 to 7, with 1 indicating

a poor exemplar and 7 indicating a good exemplar of the /i/ category.
The adults were initially familiarized with the full set of stimuli, but no
reference vowel was provided ahead of time to illustrate a good stimu-
lus. Good was simply denned as sounding "natural and nondistorted."

Each adult sat in the laboratory and listened to the stimuli one at a
time in a computer-controlled task. The adults listened over the same
loudspeaker used in the infant tests. They circled a number from 1 to 7
after each stimulus was presented and pressed a button to present the
next stimulus. Each adult judged each stimulus five times. The average
goodness ratings for each stimulus are plotted in Figure 4. The size of
the circles and squares indicates the relative goodness. As shown, the
good fil (prototype) stimulus was given an average rating of 7 and the
poor fil (nonprototype) stimulus was given an average rating of 1.3. As
shown, the average ratings for stimuli near the good /i/ tended to receive
the highest ratings, and ratings consistently decreased with an increase
in distance from the good I'll. Conversely, stimuli surrounding the poor
I'll received relatively low ratings, with an increase in the perception of
goodness as they neared the region of the vowel space shared with stim-
uli around the good /i/.

These ratings were subjected to a two-way ANOVA with repeated mea-
sures on both the stimulus factor (prototype vs. nonprototype) and on
the distance factor to determine whether stimulus quality for the proto-
type and nonprototype stimuli differed significantly. The results showed
that the stimuli around the good /i/ received significantly higher ratings
than did the stimuli located around the poor /i/, F(\, 7) = 163.8, p <
0.001. Distance from the background stimulus also affected average
goodness ratings. For both groups combined, the goodness rating
tended to decrease as distance from the background stimulus increased,
F(2,21) = 65.9, p < 0.001. However, when the prototype and nonproto-
type conditions were compared for the effect of stimulus distance on the
goodness rating, a Condition X Distance interaction was observed, F(3,
21)= 139.4, p < 0.001. The stimuli surrounding the prototype showed
systematic decreases in goodness ratings with increases in distance of
the stimuli from the background stimulus, whereas the nonprototype
condition showed less uniform ratings as a function of stimulus dis-
tance.
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Figure 3. The good /i/ vowel and variants on four vectors emanating
from it (dots) and the poor /i/ vowel and variants on four vectors ema-
nating from it (squares). (The stimuli on one vector were common to
both sets.)

Procedure

Design. The visually reinforced head-turn procedure described for
Experiment 1 was used to test the infant subjects in Experiment 2. The
experimental design differed from that of Experiment 1. Rather than
being required to "sort" multiple exemplars of two vowel categories,
Experiment 2 involved only exemplars of a single vowel category. We
wanted to know whether infants who were familiarized with a good as
opposed to a poor /i/ would show equivalent generalization to other
members of the same category. Thus, two groups of infants were com-
pared. For one group, the good /i/ served as the background stimulus,
and all 16 variants around the good /i/ (the prototype stimuli) served as
the test stimuli. For the second group, the poor /i/ served as the back-
ground stimulus, and all its 16 variants were presented as test stimuli.

The hypothesis was that the prototypical good /i/, being more "re-
dundant," would resemble a greater number of novel category variants.
There are two measures that test for this pattern of results, one general
and the other more specific. The general measure is the overall percent-
age-correct discrimination score. This measure reflects the degree to
which the good or poor /i/ is discriminated from its surrounding mem-
bers. The prototype hypothesis argues that the good /i/ resembles its
surrounding stimuli more than the poor /i/ resembles its surrounding
stimuli, even though the physical distances between each of the target
vowels and their surrounding variants were equated. Thus, the hypothe-
sis is that discriminability between the good /i/ and its variants will be
poorer than discriminability between the poor /i/ and its variants and,
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therefore, that the prototype group will show lower overall-percentage-
correct discrimination scores.

A more precise comparison between the prototype and nonprototype
groups involves the specific pattern of generalization that occurs for the
two groups at each distance (30, 60, 90, and 120 mels) from the good
or poor l'\l. The prototype hypothesis predicts that the good /i/ will
resemble stimuli over a greater distance than will the poor /i/. The re-
sponse measure used in this comparison is infants' "misses." A miss
response indicates that the infant did not detect a change from the back-
ground vowel (good or poor /i/) to the variant stimulus. We will refer
to these as "generalization responses" and calculate a "generalization

score" that is the percentage of test trials in which the infant failed to
indicate the detection of a stimulus change. The prototype hypothesis
predicts that the generalization score will be higher for the prototypical
good fil vowel than for the nonprototypical poor /i/ vowel.

Training phase. As in Experiment 1, the training phase involved two
stages: conditioning and discrimination. Both groups of infants were
trained to discriminate the same two stimuli: good /i/ and poor /i/. For
the prototype group, good /i/ was the background vowel (the referent
stimulus), and poor /i/ was the test stimulus. For the nonprototype
group, the reverse situation was true. During conditioning, only test
trials were presented until the infant produced three consecutive antici-

ADULT "GOODNESS" RATINGS

PROTOTYPE

2.5 NONPROTOTYPE

PROTOTYPE
CONDITION

NONPROTOTYPE
CONDITON

o

Figure 4. Goodness ratings for the good /i/ vowel (the prototype), the poor /i/ vowel (the nonprototype).
and variants on four vectors emanating from each. (Goodness was judged by adults using a scale from 1, a
poor exemplar, to 7, a good exemplar. The size of the circles and squares correlates with the degree of
"goodness," with larger forms indicating better exemplars.)
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patory head-turns. This criterion had to be met within 35 trials. When
the criterion was met, infants progressed to the discrimination stage,
wherein both test trials and control trials were run with a 50% probabil-
ity of occurrence. Criterion performance during this phase was seven
out of eight consecutive correct responses within the first two sessions.
Infants failing to meet this criterion were not tested further.

Generalization test. In the next phase, generalization, infants' per-
ception of the 16 novel /i/s that surrounded the good (or poor) vowel
was tested. Each test stimulus was presented to each infant on 4 different
trials (16 stimuli X 4 = 64 test trials), using a randomized-block design,
during the course of the generalization stage. On test trials, a single vari-
ant was repeated four times during the 4.5-s trial so that infants' head-
turn responses could be attributed to a single stimulus. In addition, 64
control trials, during which the background stimulus was presented,
were randomly interspersed. No more than 3 test or control trials could
occur in a row. Typically, about 40 trials were run each day in a session
lasting approximately 30 min. At the beginning of each new session, 3
test trials using the original training stimuli were given. These served as
"refresher" trials and were not analyzed.

than by those in the nonprototype group (46.1%); this differ-
ence is shown by the significant effect of group, F(\, 30) = 5.2,
p < 0.03. There were also significant differences in the general-
ization scores depending on distance of the stimuli from the
center vowel stimulus, as shown by the highly significant effect
of distance, F(3, 90) = 36.9, p < 0.001. As expected, both
groups tended to show more generalization to stimuli nearest
the background stimulus (at 30 mels, 71.9%; at 60 mels, 63.3%;
at 90 mels, 43.8%; and at 120 mels, 22.7%). This overall pattern
was more pronounced, however, for the prototype group (at 30
mels, 82.8%; at 60 mels, 68.8%; at 90 mels, 46.9%; and at 120
mels, 20.3%) than for the nonprototype group (at 30 mels,
61.0%; at 60 mels, 57.8%; at 90 mels, 40.6%; and at 120 mels,
25.0%). The Group X Distance interaction approached signifi-
cance, F(3,90) = 2.3, p < 0.08, and was due to the greater gener-
alization shown by the prototype group for the 30-, 60-, and 90-
mel stimuli.

Results

Training Phase

The mean number of trials-to-criterion during conditioning
was 14.0 for the prototype group and 18.5 for the nonprototype
group, a difference that was nonsignificant, ?(30) = — 1.25, p >
0.10. In the discrimination stage, however, the prototype group
reached the criterion of 7 out of 8 in an average of 19.7 trials,
whereas the nonprototype group averaged 40.0 trials. This
difference was highly significant, /(30) = 3.96, p < 0.001. This
difference may be due to the fact that poor exemplars are ini-
tially more difficult to remember, as has been reported for visual
stimuli (Pomerantz, Sager, & Stoever, 1977).

Overall Percentage Correct During Generalization

The overall-percentage correct measure—(% hits + % correct
rejections)/2—supported the prototype hypothesis. Across
both groups, infants scored 71.1% correct, a score significantly
different from the 50% chance level, /(31) = 7.1, p < 0.001,
indicating that, in general, discriminating among variants
within the same /i/ vowel category is fairly easy for infants. As
predicted, however, the nonprototype group scored higher
(77.5%) than the prototype group (64.8%), indicating better dis-
crimination of the test stimuli from the background vowel stim-
ulus. A t test comparing overall percentage correct for these two
groups was highly significant, /(30) = 9.4, p < 0.001.

Generalization Scores: First-Trial Data

The prototype hypothesis was strongly supported by general-
ization on the first trial. The generalization score reflects the
percentage of test trials on which infants did not produce a
head-turn response the first time a novel variant was presented.
The data were submitted to a two-way ANOVA, with repeated
measures on the second factor, that examined the group (proto-
type or nonprototype) and distance (30, 60, 90, or 120 mels)
effects (see Footnote 1). As predicted, higher generalization
scores were obtained by infants in the prototype group (54.7%)

Generalization Scores: Total-Trial Data

This same pattern of results obtained for the total-trial data,
once again providing strong support for the prototype hypothe-
sis. A two-way ANOVA, with repeated measures on the second
factor comparing the two groups (prototype and nonproto-
type) at each distance (30, 60, 90, and 120 mels), showed that
the prototype group produced significantly more generalization
(M= 42.2%) than the nonprototype group (M= 35.1%), F(l,
30) = 29.0, p < 0.001. Generalization was also affected by dis-
tance from the background stimulus. Across both groups, more
generalization occurred for stimuli nearest the background
stimulus (at 30 mels, 73.3%; at 60 mels, 40.1%; at 90 mels,
20.6%; and at 120 mels, 22.6%). Thus, the distance main effect
was highly significant, F(3, 90) = 485, p = 0.001. However, the
prototype group's generalization scores were much larger, par-
ticularly at the 30- and 60-mel distances (at 30 mels, 81.2%; at
60 mels, 50.9%; at 90 mels, 19.0%; and at 120 mels, 19.0%),
than those obtained by the nonprototype group (at 30 mels,
65.3%; at 60 mels, 29.3%; at 90 mels, 22.3%; and at 120 mels,
24.2%). Thus, in line with predictions from prototype theory,
the Group X Distance interaction was highly significant, F(3,
90)= 1157.8,/>< 0.001.

Because the two groups of infants (prototype and nonproto-
type) had both been tested on stimuli located on a vector shared
by the two groups (see Figure 3), we were very interested in
examining the profiles of response for stimuli on the shared vec-
tor for the two groups. A polynomial trend analysis was con-
ducted on the Group X Distance interaction. This involved par-
titioning the three degrees of freedom assigned to the interac-
tion into orthogonal polynomial contrasts, each with one
degree of freedom (see Bock, 1975, Chapter 7, for a full descrip-
tion and computational procedures). The results revealed that
the profiles of the two groups differed significantly. The general-
ization function decelerated at a faster rate for infants in the
nonprototype group, and this produced a significant difference
in the quadratic trend, F(l, 30) = 4.34, p < 0.05. This finding
shows that the two groups of infants responded differently even
when they were tested on the exact same stimuli.
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Adult "Goodness" Ratings
Figure 5. Plot showing the correlation between infants' generalization scores and adults' goodness ratings
to stimuli surrounding the good /i/ vowel. (The Spearman ranked correlation is 0.92.)

Comparison of Adult and Infant Data

In order to test whether the gradient of generalization around
the good /i/ for infants bore any resemblance to the gradient
underlying adults' goodness judgments, a correlation was com-
puted relating the degree of infant generalization to variants
around the good /i/ to adult goodness ratings of the same stim-
uli. The infants' generalization scores and the adults' goodness
ratings were assigned ranks and subjected to correlational anal-
ysis to determine whether the numerical rankings changed sim-
ilarly for both measures as a function of distance from the
good /i/. As shown in Figure 5, Spearman ranked correlation
coefficients showed a high positive correlation (rs = 0.92) be-
tween infant generalization and adult goodness. Both changed
systematically as a function of distance and direction from the
center stimulus.

Discussion

The results of Experiment 2 confirmed two hypotheses. First,
infants' success in categorizing vowel stimuli in Experiment 1
cannot be attributed to an inability to discriminate among the
members of a single vowel category. Infants in both the proto-
type and nonprototype groups were quite successful in discrim-
inating their respective /i/ vowels from other vowels in the cate-
gory. Both groups scored significantly above chance. In other
words, vowel stimuli from a single category are not perceptually
indistinguishable by infants.

Second, and more important, the results of Experiment 2
demonstrate an effect of stimulus goodness and thereby support
prototype theory. Stimuli defined by adults as better exemplars
of the category resulted in greater generalization to other mem-
bers of the same vowel category by infants. In fact, a high corre-
lation (0.92) was observed between adult judgments of the rela-
tive goodness of particular /i/ vowels and infants' patterns of

head-turn responses to these same stimuli. This suggests that
whatever causes the gradual decay in quality as you move from
the good stimulus toward the poor one is similar for adults and
infants.

General Discussion

In the two experiments reported here using speech sounds,
human infants have demonstrated the two distinct phenomena
that embody categorization: equivalence classification and pro-
totype effects. Experiment 1 demonstrated equivalence classi-
fication. The phenomenon of equivalence classification requires
that discriminably different stimuli belonging to a single cate-
gory are treated as equivalent (Bornstein, 1981; Kuhl, 1983).
Infants in Experiment 1 demonstrated equivalence classifica-
tion by categorizing 32 novel /i/s and 32 novel /e/s into their
respective vowel categories after being trained on a single good
exemplar from each of the two vowel categories. Infants classi-
fied the novel vowels correctly on the first trial over 90% of the
time.

This result replicated previous work demonstrating infants'
abilities to categorize novel vowels from two vowel categories
immediately after being trained on a single exemplar from each
of the two categories (Kuhl, 1979, 1983). However, this result
extended the previous findings by showing that equivalence
classification takes place when the novel variants from the two
vowel categories vary in relative goodness. In previous studies,
the novel variants were all good exemplars. In the current study,
the goodness of the variants was systematically varied by ma-
nipulating the formant frequencies of the vowels. Adult listen-
ers rated each vowel and confirmed that goodness systemati-
cally varied. Yet infants treated all stimuli as the same, showing
no significant differences in head-turn accuracy nor in response
latency to stimuli that were less good.

Equivalence classification requires attention to the criterial
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differences between categories and disregard for the differences
among stimuli that belong to a single category. During equiva-
lence classification, perceivers focus on the fundamental equiva-
lence among members of the category. Apparently, the design
of Experiment 1 focused infant attention on category differ-
ences, and this served to minimize within-category differences.
Two aspects of the design are probably critical. First, stimuli
from two different categories are presented to infants, rather
than stimuli from just a single one, and this probably helps to
focus infant attention on the criterial differences that separate
the two categories. Second, infants in Experiment 1 were
trained on good exemplars of the two categories, and this sup-
ports the formation of equivalence classes; the results of Experi-
ment 2 suggest that a good exemplar may enhance infants' cate-
gorization abilities by providing a kind of perceptual anchor for
each category.

The second phenomenon embodied in adult categorization
studies, and demonstrated in Experiment 2, is the effect of a
prototype. Prototypicality requires perceivers to focus on quali-
tative differences among members of the category. It is reflected
in the tendency to regard some stimuli as "better" instances of
the category than others and in the tendency for these prototypi-
cal stimuli to resemble a greater number of members of the cat-
egory. Prototype effects are best seen when members of the
same category are compared, as in Experiment 2. Here, infants
were encouraged to demonstrate their abilities to distinguish
among members of the same category. This, in turn, allowed us
to test whether the relative goodness of a particular stimulus
affects categorization. The results showed that generalization to
other members of a vowel category was significantly altered by
the goodness of the stimulus on which infants were trained. In-
fants trained on the good vowel stimulus showed generalization
to a larger number of novel members of the vowel category than
infants trained on the poor vowel stimulus. Thus, infants in Ex-
periment 2 provided data supporting the idea that they organize
speech sounds around prototypes.

The next important issue raised by the data is a developmen-
tal one. What is the developmental origin of vowel prototypes?

There are two possible explanations. The first is that vowel
goodness is inherently defined by the auditory perceptual sys-
tem. If this were the case, it would mirror the situation in color
vision, where it has been shown that regardless of culture,
adults and infants prefer the same focal colors (Bornstein,
1981). Thus, preference for focal colors reflects an inherent pro-
totype. Animals' demonstration of this same effect reinforces
the view that primate color vision is physiologically determined
(Sandell, Gross, & Bornstein, 1979). Speech-sound prototypes
might also be inherently determined. (See Kuhl, 1987b, 1988,
and 1989 for discussion.)

An alternative hypothesis is that these effects are the result of
experience in listening to a specific language. Six-month-olds
have had considerable experience in listening to the sound pat-
terns of English and they may already have begun to assimilate
that experience, recognizing the speech-sound patterns that are
typical in their particular language environment. Werker and
Tees (1984) have shown an effect of linguistic experience in 10-
to 12-month-olds. If the prototype effect observed here is attrib-
utable to linguistic experience, it would push the period during

which infants are sensitive to linguistic experience much earlier.
The critical test of this language-experience hypothesis will con-
sist of testing American infants on non-English vowel contrasts
to see whether equivalence classification and the prototype
effect depend on linguistic experience. These tests are now un-
der way.

It has been argued that the existence of equivalence classes
and of prototypes to represent them reflects an ability to orga-
nize and summarize a stimulus set, and that this ability in-
creases perceptual and cognitive efficiency (Rosch, 1977). This
increased efficiency is particularly important for speech percep-
tion in young infants because they have to contend with a broad
array of stimuli varying in many different dimensions. We have
shown here that infants have both the ability to recognize cate-
gory equality (equivalence classification) and category gradi-
ence (the prototype effect) for phonemic categories. The latter
finding demonstrates that 6-month-olds recognize a good vowel
stimulus and generalize more completely to others in the cate-
gory after exposure to a good vowel. This is the first finding in
support of speech-sound prototypes in human infants.
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